Synchronous cell growth occurs upon synchronizing the two regulatory steps of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle.
There are two known asynchronous steps in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle, where an asynchronous step is one which is completed in different lengths of time by different cells in an isogenic population. It is shown here that elimination of the asynchrony due to cell size by preincubation of cells with the mating pheromone alpha-factor, and decreasing the asynchrony in the cdc28 'start' step by lowering the pH, yields highly synchronous cell growth measured as the time period between the emergence of buds. In one experiment, cell budding for 92% of cells occurred within a 12-min period for at least two generations. Under identical conditions, cell number increase is not as synchronous as bud emergence indicating that there is a third asynchronous step, which is concluded to be at cell separation. These results are consistent with there being two--and only two--asynchronous steps in the cell cycle, measured from bud emergence to bud emergence. Surprisingly, these two steps are also the two major regulatory steps of the cell cycle. It is concluded that asynchrony may be a general feature of cell cycle regulatory steps. The asynchrony in the completion of the cdc28 'start' step which occurs in the first cell cycle after alpha-factor washout is shown here to be almost or entirely eliminated for the second passage through this step after alpha-factor washout. The 'true' time between the onset of budding and the point where 50% of cells have budded (called t50BE) is 17 and less than or equal to 2 min for the first and second budding, respectively, after alpha-factor washout. The cell cycle models requiring a transition probability, or asynchrony, at 'start' for every cell cycle are therefore incorrect.